
A versatile laptop for an assortment of tasks, 
the Lenovo V15 notebook delivers value 
for money with its impressive performance 
and ultra-slim design.  
 
Powered by up to 10th Generation 
Intel® CoreTM i7 Processors, UHD or dedicated 
graphics, and dual drive* storage options, 
this 15-inch laptop makes day-to-day 
business tasks like creating a presentation 
for a sales pitch, running ERP applications, 
and accounting work with spreadsheets 
really easy and hassle-free. 

Lenovo V15 (Intel®) LAPTOP

POWERFUL LAPTOP
FOR EVERYDAY
BUSINESS

*Optional

(IIL and IGL Datasheet Refresh)



ITDM Benefits

Manageability: The simplistic build of the Lenovo V15 makes it easy to deploy 
and manage in the existing IT infrastructure.
 
Productivity: Up to latest 10th Gen Intel® CoreTM i7 Processors, additional 
connectivity ports, and Windows 10 operating system help businesses achieve 
greater efficiency.

Business-grade Support Services: Lenovo provides a full suite of flexible 
services to support every customer scenario—from single device warranty 
to mission-critical data center optimization.

Sleek Design: its ultra-slim chassis and narrow bezel—less than 7.5mm  
with a body to screen ratio of 82%—offer screen real estate  
of 16 inches in a 15-inch laptop footprint. This not only allows for easy 
portability but also provides a wider display for improved viewing.

Immersive Visual Experience: working on heavy applications  
won’t slow you down anymore. A Full-HD display along with 
optional discrete NVIDIA® GeForce® MX110 graphics and  
SSD storage offer faster and improved computing experience.

Superfast Storage: experience the speed of M.2 PCIe solid-state drive 
(SSD) and storage capacity of the hard disk drive (HDD). Quickly switch 
between applications with the dual drive* storage that enables  
high PC responsiveness.

Superior Connectivity: connect to multiple peripherals with a range  
of I/O, including HDMI and two USB 3.0 ports, for seamless multitasking.

Enhanced Security: enable data protection with the software-based  
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 that encrypts critical information  
so that you work worry-free inside the office or on the go.

Lenovo V15 LAPTOP

SSD

TPM

*Optional



Accessories

This mouse is ergonomically designed for easy grip.  
Left-handed and right-handed users can comfortably  
use it for all day. Whether you are a desktop or laptop 
user, this mouse is dependable and built to last.

Lenovo 510 Wireless Mouse
(PN: GX30N77996)

USB 3.0 External Backup Hard Drive 
(PN: GXB0N86633-Silver / GXB0N86740-Black)

This external hard drive is a finely designed, secure, and highly-efficient  
storage solution. You can enjoy high-speed data transfer with massive 
storage space, anytime and anywhere. Slim and light, the external 
hard drive is easy to carry. Quality materials, shell, and disk are built 
to meet your demanding data security requirements.

Lenovo 100 In-ear Headphones 
GXD0J36366 Dark Gray (WW)

The Lenovo in-ear headphones deliver exceptional
sound clarity, creating a rich audio experience.
A comfortable fit, tangle-free cord, and hidden
noise-canceling microphone make conference
calls easier.
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Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer 
rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: - 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1; 10 Gbit/s for 
USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2. 
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PERFORMANCE 

Processor  
Up to 10th Gen Intel® CoreTM i7 Processor

OS  
Windows 10 Pro 

Memory 
Up to 12GB DDR4 2666MHz SODIMM  
(on 10th Gen Platform) 
Up to 12GB DDR4 2400MHz SODIMM  
(on 8th Gen Platform) 

Storage  
Up to 512GB M.2 PCIe/SATA  
Up to 2TB 5400rpm HDD  
Supports Dual Drive* 

Graphics 
Integrated Intel® UHD graphics;  
Dedicated NVIDIA® GeForce® MX110 2GB VRAM  
(Only on 8th Gen Platform) 

Camera  
0.3M, Single Mic 

Audio  
2 x 1.5W stereo speakers  
Dolby® Audio™ solution 

Battery 
Up to 6hrs**, 35Whr battery 

Adapter 
AC Adapter Slim Round Tip - 45W,  
65W (Optional, only for 10th Gen platforms and  
on discrete graphics models on 8th Gen platform) 

SECURITY 

TPM 2.0 FW 

DESIGN 

Display  
15” FHD (1920 x 1080 pixels) with anti-glare  
15” HD (1366 x 768 pixels) with anti-glare 

Dimensions (W x D x H)  
362.2 x 251.5 x 19.9mm 
14.25 x 9.90 x 0.78 inches 

Weight 
1.85kg/4.08lbs. 

Keyboard  
Full-sized standard keyboard with full number pad 
and one-piece Touchpad 

Color  
Iron Gray 

Material  
Combination of Polycarbonate and ABS plastic 
with choice of plain exterior textures or with IMR 
design treatment on display cover  

CONNECTIVITY 

Input/Output Ports  
2 x USB 3.0 Gen1  
1 x USB 2.0 Gen1  
HDMI  
SD card reader  
Audio combo jack 

WLAN  
2 x 2 AC and Bluetooth® 5.0; 
1 x 1 AC and Bluetooth® 4.2 

PRELOADED SOFTWARE 

Lenovo Vantage 
DAX3 with Dolby® Audio™ support  
McAfee® LiveSafe™ (trial) 
Microsoft Office (trial, except in Japan) 

SERVICES 

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services  
to support and protect your investment—so you can 
focus on your work, not your IT. 

Premier Support 
Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo 
technicians offering comprehensive hardware and  
software support. Gives you a consistent point of contact 
within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution 
is professionally managed from start to finish. 

Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) 
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs.  
Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred 
under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, 
drops, or damage to the integrated screen. 

Warranty Extension (1-year base, up to 3 years) 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately 
budget for your IT expenses, protect your valuable 
investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.

*Optional 
**Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors 


